




• The report looks at how unaffordable London 
is, for whom and where…

• But also sets itself the daunting challenge of 
examining how best to price Londoners in

• Not least by examining which places could 
offer the best chance of delivering for 
Londoners





• Averages can mask significant differences
• It’s therefore important to look at the whole market: 

mean, median and entry level properties
• And prices by different places



• Taking the often used 35% threshold shows how 
difficult it is to buy central areas



• Some parts are of London look more affordable if you 
take the median price and by smaller areas/markets



• A similar pattern for rents (more in the report)
• But difference between what we might class as a housing 

‘cost’



• We’re not trying argue that London house prices are 
easily affordable

• But it is a way of planning where is best to develop 
homes which are more affordable (pricing people in)



• Affordability difficult concept: HB form runs to 31 pages
• In terms of buying, it is about what a lender will let you borrow
• Using Nationwide’s affordability calculator, we can see how much 

different households can borrow





• The importance of being a couple: having two incomes substantially 
increases the chances of being able to buy and increases the number of 
areas where it is possible

• There is though a cut-off point at which conventional homeownership is an 
achievable ambition. Drop much below the £40k earnings threshold for 
households without children and homeownership starts to become 
unrealistic

• There is a homeownership penalty or more accurately a first-time buyer 
penalty for households with children and childcare costs. Indeed, table 9 
highlights the significant difficulties it poses for policy makers wanting to 
extend homeownership in the capital to those with children, who haven’t 
accessed homeownership up to now

• If homeownership is unrealistic, it also poses questions about what kind of 
PRS deal we want for the growing number of families not in 
homeownership or social housing

• It furthermore indicates once again, that without substantial levels of 
subsidy, much of inner London is beyond the means of all but high earning 
households, including those on £80,000 a year



• As analysis shows, unsurprisingly some areas 
are more affordable than others

• The report examines the gap between cost of 
housing and what someone can afford for 
different households:
– Couples buying a flat with joint earnings of 

£50,000 per year
– Intermediate rent at 35% threshold for household 

income of £30,000 per year
– Social rents compared with market rents



• Chasm between places in the subsidy needed 
to fill the affordability gap



• Concentrating on low-cost areas could lead 
to residualisation?

• However, there are areas where prices are 
relatively low and homeownership or social 
housing levels are relatively high

• And other places where prices are low and 
tenure is fairly mixed





• The report aims not to look simply at how unaffordable 
London is – but how to deliver for ordinary Londoners

• Are there more places which could price Londoners in?
• Places which could also help create a better tenure 

mix?
• Scale of the challenge is stark – need to look at all 

places, not least because price reflects land availability
• Such an approach would also demand a London-wide 

approach, burden sharing and support for places to 
flourish and grow 

• Such places could offer the biggest bang for our buck
• And most importantly maximise the number of 

affordable homes for Londoners


